
DILLSBURG PUBLIC LIBRARY ADULT SUMMER READERS RECOMMEND (*denotes title is available in York County Libraries) 

Week of 7/6/20-7/11/20 

TITLE      AUTHOR    RECOMMENDATION      

One Good Deed*    Balducci, David    “Balducci is always a good read, and this was no  

         exception.” 

 Dewey - There’s a Cat in the Library!*  Myron, Vicki & Witter, Brett  “Yes” 

The Wizard of Oz*    Baum, L. Frank    “Yes, if you are curious about the book compared to the                                   

         movie. This is one that I think I like the movie better.” 

Small Fry and the Winged Horse   Campbell, Ruth    “Yes. A 1927 children’s book about Pegasus telling a boy                                     
           lots of stories he experienced, including those of Joan of                             
           Arc, Rome and Julius Caesar, and the gods of Mount                                      
           Olympus. Much more interesting than most children’s                                      
           books of today! 
 
A Time For War*    Savage, Michael   “A good read”    
 
Red Alert     Flynn/Mills    “Fast moving and exciting!” 
 

The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek*            Richardson, Kim Michelle “Loved it--learned a lot and the message of 
segregation/discrimination resounds today even though 
this book is set in the 1930s.  Could not put it down.” 

The larger queen of Minnesota*                              Stradal, J. Ryan “Yes” 

 
28 Summers*                                                                Hilderbrand, Elin “Yes – a great summer light read” 
 
Friends and Strangers*                                               Sullivan, J. Courtney “Yes – a great book about friendships and a light 

summer read”   
Agent 355 (audio book)                                             Benedict, Marie “Yes- a great story about a British spy of the revolution” 

 
 



Afraid of the Light    Ruchti, Cynthia    “This is a highly emotional book about hoarding and  
addictions, and their impact on relationships. It is 
excellent, but certainly not light reading! 

 
Worth Dying For*    Child, Lee    “Not his best, but I always enjoy a Jack Reacher story.” 
 
The Summer Before the War*   Simonson, Helen   “Yes, takes you on a ride and you fall in love with the 
           characters.” 
 
Set the Stars Alight*    Dykes, Amanda    “Yes!” 

 
Start with Me     Isaac, Kara    “Yes!” 

 

 
State of the Onion*    Hyzy, Julie    “First in a series of White House Chef mysteries. Not                                      
           your typical cozy mystery but still very enjoyable.”  
 
Origin*      Khoury, Jessica    “Young adult book – good read! Biomedical thriller  
           (with some romance). The story is about creating 

           the PERFECT human!” Looks at how far science will go 
           to achieve its goals!                                                                                                                           

 


